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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with parabolic-elliptic obstacle problems. The 
problem is formulated as follows. Let Sz be a bounded domain in RN 
(IV> 1 ), and for each I E R, let 9(t) be a relatively compact domain in Sz. 
For a given interval Z= (to, tl), -cc d to < t, < + co, we then define non- 
cylindrical subsets QJZ), i= 1, 2, of Ix Sz by 
QIV) = u {f> x Q(r), QzU)= u If> x {Q\Q(t)). 
rer rsr 
Our problem is described as the following system: 
P(V), - Av >f in QIU), (l.l), 
v3g1 in QIV), (1.11, 
b(v),-~~-f~(v-g,)=O in QI(Zh (l.l), 
u=g2 in Q2Wy (1.2) 
and, in the case of to > - cc, the initial condition 
P(V(fo, .)I = uo in 52, (1.3) 
where u is the unknown, p: R + R is a given non-decreasing Lipschitz 
continuous function, and f, g, , g,, u. are given data. The corresponding 
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periodic problem is the system consisting of (1.1 ), (1.2) with t, = + X’ and 
the periodic condition 
t$t+ T. .)=~‘(t, .) inQforany ~EI, 
where T is a given positive number. 
In [ 18-201, some results on existence-uniqueness a well as asymptotic 
stability of solutions were established for a general class of parabolic- 
elliptic problems including system { ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2), ( 1.3) }. The purpose of the 
present paper is to investigate the periodic behavior of solutions to 
problem {(l.l), (1.2)) with I= R. In fact, under suitable periodicity 
conditions on the data, we shall prove that there exists one and only one 
periodic solution to problem { ( l.l), ( 1.2)) and that the periodic solution 
is asymptotically stable and is characterized by the global boundedness of 
the trajectory. 
Concerning problem { ( l.l), (1.2)) with I= R, the existence of at least 
one periodic solution is a direct consequence of the abstract result [ 16, 
Theorem 3.21. In proving the uniqueness and asymptotic stability of the 
periodic solution with characterization by means of global boundedness, 
we apply the same idea as in [17] treating problems with obstacles 
imposed only on the lateral boundary of the domain. However, in our 
problem a new difficulty arises from the treatment of the multivalued 
operator associated with interior obstacles. In order to overcome this 
difficulty, we shall derive an order-theoretic property (Proposition 4.1) for 
the operator p(o), - Au by the penalty method. As a by-product of this 
method, we shall obtain a regularity result (Corollary 4.1) which is not a 
direct consequence of the general theory of [ 181. 
System {(l.l), (1.2), (1.3)) was earlier considered in [19]. We refer to 
[S, 9-11,23-251 for physical aspects of such a kind of problem. Also, we 
quote some related works [ 1, 2, 6-8, 12-15, 21, 221 dealing with parabolic- 
elliptic problems arising in the models of flows in partially saturated 
porous media. But we have not noticed many results about periodic 
solutions except [7, 16, 173. 
Notations. In general, for a (real) Banach space V we denote by 1. ( c, 
the norm in V, by I/* the dual space, and by ( ., .) V*, y the natural duality 
paring between V* and V. In particular, if V is a Hilbert space, then we 
denote by ( ., . ) ,, the inner product in V. 
We use the symbol --+ or lim to indicate strong convergence in various 
Banach spaces, unless otherwise stated. 
Let V be a Hilbert space and cp be a proper (i.e., -co < q d co, q & cc 
on V) I.s.c. (lower semicontinuous) and convex function on V. Then, we 
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denote by dq~ the subdifferential of cp in V. The subdifferential C?(P is a 
(multivalued) operator in V which is defined by 
@(z)={z*~V,(z*,y-z),<cp(y)-cp(z)forally~V}. 
The domains of cp and C?(P are respectively the sets 
D(q)= {ZE v; q(z) < co} and D(Jcp) = {ze v; dcp(z) # $a}. 
For each A P- 0, the Yosida-approximation cpA of cp is defined by 
cpi(z)=inf.L..v &lz-~lC+d~J 
i 1 
for ZE K 
It is well known that cpi is finite (i.e., D(cp,) = V), continuous, and convex 
on V and that dq, = (l/J)(Z-J,), where J1 = (I+ M(p)-‘. We refer to 
Brezis [4] for details of subdifferentials and for general theory of 
monotone operators. 
Throughout this paper, let R be a bounded domain in RN (Na 1) with 
regular boundary Z= ~%2, and employ the notations 
Q=RxR; 
u v u = sup{u, u), u A v=inf{u, v}; 
u+=uvo, u =-(UAO) for u, UE L’(a) (EL’(Q), etc.); 
H = L2(Q), (.,.)=(.,.I”; 
X= H’(Q), a(u, v) = j Vu(x) .Vo(x) dx for 24, UE X. 
R 
Sometimes, for functions u, DE L’(Q) (EL’(Q), etc.), we write “~2 u on a 
(on Q, etc.)” for “u 2 u a.e. on 52 (on Q, etc.).” Also, for the trace space 
H”*(r) of H’(O) and its dual H-“*(T) we denote by ( ., .),- the duality 
between H - i’*(Z) and H’!‘(r), i.e., 
< -3 . >I- = ( ., . )wqr,, H’:qr)* 
We denote by dT the usual surface measure on Z. The corresponding 
notations for G(t) and Z(t) = X?(t) are also used, for example, ( ., . )TC1j 
and dT(r) are defined on Z(t) in the same way as above. 
2. VARIATONAL FORMULATION AND MAIN RESULTS 
The problem is discussed under the following assumptions (A.l), (A.2), 
and (A.3) on p, Q(t), and functions g, and g,: 
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(A. 1) p( .) : R + R is a non-decreasing Lipschitz continuous function 
with Lipschitz constant C,, > 0. 
(A.2) (geometric condition) For each t E R, there exists a C’-diffeo- 
morphism Q(t, .) = (e’(t, .), . . . . &“( t, .)): Q --+ 0 such that 
(a) Q(0, .) is the identity in Sz; 
(b) Q(t) = Q(t, Q(O)), where Q(t) is a subdomain of Q with 
smooth boundary f(t) = dQ(t) such that Q(t) c Q for all t E R; 
(c) (a/ax,) 8’, (a/iit) 0’, (s2/3t 8~~) 8’ exist and are continuous on 
Rx 0 for i, j= 1, 2, . . . . N, 
(A.3) (compatibility condition) g,, g, E W:,$R; X) n Lz&R; H2(S2)) 
and gl 6 g2 on Q. 
Now we give a weak formulation of the problem in the variational sense. 
To this end, we define a closed convex subset K(t) of X for each t E R by 
K(t)= {z~X;zag,(t) on 52(t) and z=g2(t) on Q\Q(t)}. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (i) Let J= [t,, t,], -cc < t, < t, < ccj, andfeL’(J; Z-J). 
Then a function o: J + X is called a weak solution of V(f) on J, if 
veL2(J; X), P(V)E WLV2(J; H), and (2.1), and (2.1), hold: 
v(t) E K(t) for a.e. t E J; 
(p(v)‘(t)-f(t), v(t)-z)+a(v(t), v(t)-z)<O 
(2.1 )a 
for all zEK(t)anda.e. teJ, (2.1 h 
where p(v)‘=p(v),. 
(ii) Let J’ be any interval in R and f~ Lk,(J’; H). Then a function 
v : J’ + X is called a weak solution of V(f) on J’, if v is a weak solution of 
V(f) on every compact subinterval J of J’ in the above sense. 
(iii) Let J’= [to, tl] or [to, co), f~ Lf,,(J’; H), and Z+,E Z-I. Then a 
function v; J’ + X is a weak solution of the Cauchy problem CP(f, uO) on J’ 
associated with initial condition 
dv(t,, .)) = 4 in H, (2.2) 
if v is a weak solution of V(f) on J’ and (2.2) is satisfied. 
(iv) Let T be a positive number and f~ L&(R; H). Then a function 
11: R + X is called a T-periodic weak solution of V(f ), if it is a weak 
solution of V(f) on R and 
v( t + T, . ) = v( t, .) in X for all t E R. 
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Remark 2.1. As was seen in Kenmochi and Pawlow [ 19, Lemma 3.31, 
the variational inequality { (2.1),, (2.1),} is equivalent to the system 
{(l.l),, (l.l),, (l.l),, (1.2)) in a generalized sense. 
The main results are stated in the following theorems. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that (A.l), (A.2), and (A.3) hold together with 
the following condition (A.4) for a positive number T: 
(A.4) Q(t+T)=Q(t)for all tER, andg,(t+T)=g,(t), gz(t+T)= 
g2(t) in X for all t E R. 
Further, let f E W:;,‘(R; H) and suppose 
f(t+ T)=f(t) in Hfor all t E R. (2.3) 
Then there exists one and only one weak solution w of V(f) on R such that 
the trajectory {W(t); t E R} is bounded in H, and moreover this solution o is 
a unique T-periodic weak solution of V(f) on R. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that all the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are 
satisfied. Then, for any weak solution v of V(f) on [to, 00) to E R, we have 
,4v(t, .)I - d4t, .)I + 0 in Handweakly in Xas t+a, (2.4) 
where o is the T-periodic weak solution of V(f) on R. 
In proving these theorems, the main step is to derive some order 
property of the operator p(v)’ - Av. This is mentioned in Section 4, and its 
proof is given in Sections 4 and 5. In the next section, we prepare some 
known results. In Section 6, some lemmas are shown, and in Section 7 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are proved. 
3. KNOWN RESULTS 
In this section, we shall list some known results which will be used later. 
First let us recall some results which are directly obtained from the abstract 
theory of evolution equations of the form 
P(V)’ (t) + W(v(t)) 3f (t), (E; cp’vf) 
where cp’ is a proper 1.s.c. convex function on H and acp’( .) is its sub- 
differential in H. 
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As was seen in [19], system { (l.l), (1.2)) can be reformulated in the 
form (E; cp’,f), where for each t E R, 




Note (cf. [19, Lemma 3.31) that equation (E; cp’,f) is nothing but the 
variational inequality {(2.1),, (2.1),). 
Under assumptions (A. 1 ), (A.1 ), and (A.3), we have the following facts 
[Al, . . . . [El. 
[A] (cf. [19, Theorem 2.3; 20, Theorem 1.11) Let J= [to, t,] be any 
compact interval in R, f~ I@‘(.& H) and u0 be any function in X such that 
p(u,) = u0 for some u,, E K( to). Then CP(f, z+,) has one and only one weak 
solution u on J such that 
u(t) E K(t) for all t E .I, 
u E L”(J; H) 
and 
min cp’(u(t)) = ZEK(I) rp’(z) 
P(Z) = pcucr. .))
for all t E J. 
[B] (cf. [ 18, Theorem 1.21) Let J’ be any interval in R, f,, 
fi E ~5f,,(J’; H), and let u, and u2 be any weak solutions of V(f,) and V(fi) 
on .I’, respectively. Then, 
I MuI( - P(dt))l+ I L’(Q) 
s I Mu,(s)) -P(@))I + Ima + ! . I [f,(T) -fAtI + ILw dT s 
for all S, t E J’ with s < t. 
[C] (cf. [18, Theorems 1.3, 1.43) Let J= [to, t,]. {fn} be a bounded 
sequence in W’* ‘(J, H), and (u~,~} be a sequence in K(t,) which is 
bounded in X. Given a sequence of positive numbers 6, + 0 (n + co), put 
p,(r) = p(r) + 6,r for r E R and u ,,n = p,(uO,,). For each n E N, the Cauchy 
problem CP,,(fn, u,,J is defined for the non-decreasing Lipschitz 
continuous function P,, in the same way as for p. Suppose fn + f in L’(J; H) 
and uO,n + u. in Z-Z. Then the weak solution u, of CP,(f,, u~,~) on J 
converges to the weak solution u of CP(f, uo) on J as n + co in the sense 
that 
Pn(UJ + P(U) in C(J; H) and weakly in W’*‘(J; H) 
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and 
v, + v weakly* in L”(J; X) 
asn-+co. 
[D] (cf. [17, Lemma 3.21) Let fe W,‘;i(R; H) and T>O, and 
suppose that (A.l), . . . . (A.4) and (2.3) hold. Then we have: 
(i) Let t, E R and v be a weak solution of V(f) on [to, cc). Then 
v E L”(t, + 6, co; X) for every positive number 6. 
(ii) Let v be a weak solution of V(f) on R. Then v E L”(R; H) 
implies v E L”(R; X). 
[E] (cf. [16, Theorem 3.21) Under the same assumptions as in [D], 
V(f) has at least one T-periodic weak solution on R. 
We note that the set of all solutions to V(f) has an order structure 
mentioned in the following fact [F] which can be proved in the same way 
as [ 17, Lemma 3.11. 
[F] (cf. [17, Lemma 3.11) Letfe lV:;,!(R; H) and T>O, and assume 
that (A.l), . . . . (A.4) hold. Let J’= [to, co) or R, and let II,, u2 be any 
solutions of V(f) on J’. Assume that vl, vz E L”(J’; H). Then there exist 
two weak solutions v*, v* of V(f) on J’ such that 
u*, v* E L”(J’; H) 
and 
v* s VI A VI, v, v v,<v 
* in J’x CC?. 




Let hI) be the indicator function of K,(t) on H, that is, 
IK,&) = 
0 if z~Kr(t), 
m if z E H\K,(t). 
Furthermore corresponding to K,(t), we introduce convex functions +’ for 
t E R by the formula 
(3.2) 
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Then cp’ is expressed in the form 
cp’(z) = II/‘(z) + OK,,&) for ZE H. 
In the following two sections, we will use the regularization of Ic/’ and 
I K,Cr, by means of Yosida-approximation and penalty approximation, 
respectively. In deriving uniform bounds for solutions of regularized equa- 
tions, the following energy inequality will be used as one of the main tools. 
[G] (cf. [18, Lemma 2.31) Assume that (A.2) and (A.3) hold, and 
define {I+V; t E R} by (3.2). Then there are non-negative functions 
QE L;,(R) and bEL,‘,,,(R) which depend only on the family {$‘} such that 
the following fact (* ) holds: 
(*) For each II>O, J= [to, t,], and u in W’,‘(J; X), the function 
t + Il/fi(o(t)) is absolutely continuous on J and 
f Il/i(u(t)) - (WXu(t)), u’(t)) 
<a(t)la$;(u(t))l,(l + [~~(v(t))l”‘)+b(t)(l +WdN) 
for a.e. t E J, 
where $: is the Yosida-approximation of II/‘. 
4. AN ORDER PROPERTY FOR p(u),- Au 
We prove an order property for p(u), - Au with respect o u which plays 
the most important role in our proofs of the main results. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume (A.l), (A.2), and (A.3) hold. Letf E W:;,!(R; H) 
and let J = [t,,, t, 1. Then n’e have: 
(i ) Zf u is a weak solution of V(f) on J, then 
Aubelongs to L’(Q,(t,+&, tl)) forall 6>0. (4.1) 
In particular, if p( u)( to) = p(z) f or some z E K(t,), then (4.1) holds for 6 = 0. 
(ii) Zf u and fi are weak solutions of V(f) on J such that u 2 B on J x Q, 
then we have 
p(u)’ - Au <p(C)’ - Ati in Ql(Jh (4.2) 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of (i) of Proposi- 
tion 4.1 and the standard regularity result (cf. [3, Theorem 1.21) for elliptic 
problems. 
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COROLLARY 4.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.1, any solution 
v of V(f) on J satisfies 
s ’ I u(r)1 &.(r,) dT <~0 for all to < s G t < t, . (4.3) 5 
In particular, if p(u)( to) = p(z) f or some z E K(t,), then (4.3) holds for all 
Cods< Cd t,. 
It seems difficult to prove directly Proposition 4.1. Now, let us consider 
the approximate problem 
PW-4-; cue-g,l- =f in Qd Jh (4.4) 
vc=g2 in Q2( Jh (4.5) 
with initial condition 
AvAt,) = uo, (4.6) 
and give some uniform estimates for {v,> with respect to E E (0, 11. With 
the function $’ given by (3.2), system {(4.4), (4.5)) is reformed into an 
evolution equation in H of the form 
P(UJ’ (cl + WYvAt)) -i [ue(t)-gI(t)l- 3f (t) fora.e. teJ. (E), 
A function v, is called a solution of (E),, if v, E L2(J; X), p(v,) E 
W’~2(J; H), and u, satisfies (E),. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume (A.l), (A.2), and (A.3) hold, and let {I,V} be as 
given by (3.2). Let fc W,&!(R; H), J= [to, t,], and USE H be such that 
u. = p(z,) for some z. E K(t,). Then for each E > 0, there exist a unique 
solution u, of (E), satisfying (4.6), and the following uniform bounds hold 
(9 {40<Egl is bounded in L”(J; X); 
(ii) {(1/v)[u,-g,]-}o<E9, is bounded in L2(J; H); 
(iii) M~J~o<E61 is bounded in L2(J; H). 
Once this lemma is proved, we arrive at the following convergence result 
by a standard argument (cf. [18, 19]), taking into account the uniqueness 
of the weak solution to the Cauchy problem for V(f). 
COROLLARY 4.2. Under the assumption of Lemma 4.1, as E -+ 0 we have: 
(i) u, + v weakly* in L”(J; X); 
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(ii) p(c,) -+ I in C(J; H); 
(iii) p(c,) + p(0) weakf~~ in L’(J; H); 
(iv) Atl, + Ar lceakly in L?(Q,(J)), 
where ~1, (resp. P) is the w,eak solution of (E), (resp. V(f)) satisjj+zg 
p(u,)(fo) = ~0 (rev. ,4u)(to) = uo). 
With the help of Corollary 4.2, it is possible to prove Proposition 4.1. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. On account of fact [A] in Section 3 and the 
definition of a weak solution, it is enough to prove the assertion (i) 
(resp. (ii)) of the proposition under the assumption that ~(t,,) E K(t,) 
(resp. u( to), t?( to) E K(t,)). In such a case, (4.1) with 6 = 0 is immediately 
derived from (iv) of Corollary 4.2. 
Next, we show assertion (ii) under the restriction mentioned above. Let 
u, and t?, be the approximate solutions, given by Corollary 4.2, correspond- 
ing to v and Li, respectively. Then, since p(o,)(r,) = p(u)(t,) 2 p(ti)(t,) = 
p(O,)( to) in Q, it follows from the order-preserving principle for (E), 
(cf. fact [B]) that 
which implies 
-5 CoB-g*l- in JxsZ. 
Therefore, 
p(u,)’ - Au, d p(r;,)’ - Ati, in Ql(J). 
Consequently, noting the convergences in Corollary 4.2 and letting E + 0, 
we obtain (4.2). Q.E.D. 
We have seen above that it is sufficient to show Lemma 4.1 in order to 
get Proposition 4.1. The proof of Lemma 4.1 will be given precisely in 
Section 5, but we give here some comments about it. 
In the case when Eq. (4.4) is the usual parabolic type (i.e., p(r) = r) or 
when Eq. (4.4) is formulated in a cylindrical domain (i.e., s(t) = G(O) for 
any I E Sz), estimates (i), (ii), (iii) of Lemma 4.1 are quite standard; in fact, 
they are easily obtained by the usual energy estimates. Also, if g, and g, 
coincide in Q(R), then the estimates of Lemma 4.1 are derived directly from 
the general stability result [ 18, Theorem 1.11. However, in our present case, 
it seems difficult to get Lemma 4.1 by straightforward application of these 
methods, because p is not linear and g, #g2 in Q(R), in general. Therefore, 
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we need more precise analysis on the penalty term - ( ~/E)[u, -g, ] -. For 
this purpose, we approximate again (E), by uniform parabolic problem 
(E),,, O<E,< 1, O<S6 1, 
Pb(Ue.6)’ (1) + WYUE,,(~)) -; Cued(f) -g,(t)1 ~ 3f(t) (EL,, 
for a.e. t E J, 
where 
P,(r) = p(r) + dr, for PER. (4.7) 
According to result [C] in Section 3, the solution u,,~ of (E),, with 
Pa(u,,a)(to) = UO.6, (4.8) 
where u. b = u. + 62, with the same function z. in Lemma 4.1, converges to 
the solution II, of (E), with p(u,)(to) = u. as 6 -+ 0 in the sense that 
Pa(U,d + P(VA in C(J; If) and weakly in IV’-‘(J; I-Z) 
and 
t’c.6 + 0, weakly* in L”( J; X). 
This shows that uniform bounds for {tjE} are as those for {u~,~}, and thus 
it is enough to prove the following Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume all the conditions of Lemma 4.1 are satisfied. Then; 
(i) {o,,~}o<~~ 1.0~6~ L is hded in L”(J; X); 
(ii) WI~~L,~ -gll-}o<EGl,0<6G1 is bounded in L’(J; HI; 
(iii) {~du,.J}~<~~ L,o<scI is hded in L’(J; W. 
The proof of Lemma 4.2 will be given in Section 5. 
5. PROOF OF LEMMA 4.2 
In problem (E),,, the term - (l/&)[v,, - g, ] - is regarded as a Lipschitz 
perturbation, so that the solvability of(E),, is a consequence of the results 
[18, 191 and the standard argument of Lipschitz perturbation. 
For simplicity, let us denote by u the solution of (E),, with initial condi- 
tion (4.8). Assume all the conditions of Lemma 4.2 are satisfied. Then, 
under the same notation as in Section 4, we prove: 
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LEMMA 5.1. There exists a constant C > 0, independent of E and 6, such 
that 
Prooj Consider for each A> 0 the Yosida-approximate problem 
Pa(v,)‘(f)+F?~:(ul(f))-~ CQl(t)-gl(t)l- =f(t), for a.e. t E J, 
(E) E.&l 
where II/:. is the Yosida-approximation of $‘. As is shown in [ 18, Sect. 31, 
(El E.6, I admits a unique solution v1 E W’.‘(J, H) with initial condition 
P6bJUO) = uo.&. Set 
(5.2) 
Then, applying [G] in Section 3 to the functions Us and $fi, we see that 
t + t,bi(u,(t)) is absolutely continuous on J and 
f ‘b:(u,(t)) + (P,(UJ’ (t)- F(t), 4(t)) 
G4t)lp6(uA)’ (t)-4t)lH (I+ CIC/:(u~(t))l’:“)+6(t)(l +cUu~(t))I 
~rtIP6(u~)‘(f)-F(t)lZH+C(t){l+~:(U~(t))), for a.e. t 6 J, 
where q > 0 and c( t ) = q ~ ‘a( t )’ + 6(t). Therefore 
; IL:(ui(t)) + (P,(U,)’ (t) -F(t), U;(t) - Wa(UJ (t) + Q+(t)) 
s c(t){ 1 + ‘b:(uA(t)))9 for a.e. t E .I. (5.3) 
Now, we put 
Z,(t) = (P,(Ud’ (t), 4(t) - ‘IPa(Ud’ (t)), 
Zz(t) = 2(Ps(UJ (t,, 4+(t)), 
Is(t) = -(F(t), 4(t)) 
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and write (5.3) in the form 
for a.e. t E J. (5.4) 
Next, let us estimate Z,(t), i = 1, 2, 3, from below. Since the Lipschitz 
constant of pa is C, + 6 (see (A.l) and (4.7)), 
Z,(f) = baton)’ (t), u’(t)) - It I Ps(Ud WI; 
(5.5) 
By Schwarz’s inequality, 
Zz(f)> --rl IPa( Wlh IfI#/. (5.6) 
Since ulr g, E W’*2(J; H), the function t+ (1/2s)I[u,(t)-g,(t)]- IL is 
absolutely continuous on J and 
f 
{ 
; I CuAt)-g1(t)l- I;}=( -a CuA(r)-g*(t)l-, u;(t)-g;(t) 
> 
for a.e. t E J. Hence on account of (5.2), 
Z,(f) = - (f(t)? 4(t))- ( i Co,(t) -g,(t)] -, u;(t) > 
= (f’(f)* uJt)) -$ u-(t), vi(l)) 
+; 
i 




; [u,(t) -g,(t)1 -7 g;(t)). (5.7) 
Now, it follows from (5.4) with (5.5), . . . . (5.7) that 
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- i Cu,At) -g,(f)1 -9 n;(r)) Gc(t){l + Il/:(uA(t))jv for a.e. t E J. 
Hence, with 
c, = 1 --2rj (>O) 
Co+6 
and Cz=2’1(>0) 
for small q > 0, we have by (5.2) 
+ I( ; [u,dt) -g*(t)1 -9 n:(r))~ 
+ I(f’(t1, Ui(Q)l + CO){1 + ti:(LJA(t)))? for a.e. TV J. (5.8) 
Here use PoincarC’s inequality 
lg(w)>C, I”‘I;-c4 for any )t’ E X, 
where C3, C4 are positive constants independent of A, t. Then, noting the 
initial condition ul( to) = z0 2 g, in a, we can derive (5.1) for uA and tj: 
from (5.8). Finally, by letting A + 0, (5.1) for u and $’ is obtained, since 
uA -+ u in C(J; H), pa(ul) -pb(u) weakly in W’*‘(J, H) as A +O and 
lim inf, _ 0 $:(u,(t)) 2 t,V(u(t)) for any t E J (cf. [lS, Sect. 31). Q.E.D. 
We proceed to the proof of Lemma 4.2(ii). For this purpose, we prepare 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let fi be the inverse of pa, i.e., B = pa’, and let 
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gE W’,‘(J; H). For each t E J, define a non-negative function j*( .) by the 
formula 
Then for any function u in W’v2(J; H), the function t + j*(u(t)) is absolutely 
continuous on J and 
f {jWt))l= 
( 
u’(t), -i CB(u(r))-g(r)]-) 
+ g’(t), - f Cu(t) -P,(g(t))l- 
> 
for a.e. t E J. (5.9) 
ProojI First we show the absolute continuity of j’(u(t)). For simplicity, 
write p for pb, and put 
f(5, t, x)= -i [B(5)-g(t, x)1-. 
Then 








By the monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity of /I, 
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+2 IB(O)l .l.l”2+ I AP(J;H)L 
where C, is the Lipschitz constant of b and I B I is the volume of 52. Similar 
inequalities are derived for I2 and I,. Hence j’(u(t)) is absolutely 
continuous in teJ. Now we compute its derivative (d/dt)j’(u(t)). As is 
easily seen, 
f {.rMw 
=J-/(t,x){ -f CB(4c xl) -At, x)1- dx 
In the second integral of the right hand side, we have 
a if B(C) -=& XL 




MI. x) a - 




P(g(r. x)) x{t.<p(g(r,x))) $‘(t, x) 4 
= g’(t, x) -tCu(t,x)-p(g(r,x))l-}, 
where x1. I is the characteristic function of { . }. Hence we obtain (5.9). 
Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.2. First we note that the solution v = v,,~ of (E),, 
satisfies 
1 
Pbw-&-gl)-~ [v-g,]- =f+&, a.e. in Q,(J). 
Now, multiply this equality by - (l/.s)[v-g,] - and note that 
-(l,‘c)[v-gi]-=0 in Q,(J). Then, for a.e. ~EJ, 




H= fw+mk~ Cv(~Mf~l-). (5.10) 
In (5.10), we observe that 
- 
( 
dv(f)-gl(t))v -; cv(lMf)l-)=i IvuN~)-g,w-Ilir. 
(5.11) 
In order to estimate the first term of (5.10) we apply Lemma 5.2 for g =g, 
and u = p,(v), and obtain 
1 
= P,(V)’ (t), -; [v(t) -g,(t)1 - 
> 
+ g;(t), -; CPa(V(f)) -Pdgl(t))l- 
( 
for a.e. t EJ. (5.12) 
Since 
I( 
g;(f), -i CP6(v(t)) - P6k,(r))l- 
)I 
G I dl(f)lH. {C,+4. i Cv(t)-g,(t)l- H1 
it follows from (5.12) that 
1 
P,(V)’ Oh-; [v(t)-g,(t)]- 
> 
a$ {~‘hMNH - I $l(t)lff. (C, + 6). E [o(t) -g,(t)1 - . (5.13) 
H 
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Accordingly, by combining (5.10) with (5.11) and (5.13), we see that 
$ {f(p,(u(t)))) +f IVC4f)-s,(t)l- IX+ 1; C4t)--s,(t)l- I2 
H 
< {if(t)iH+ i&,tf)iH+ 1 dl(f)iH’(C,+b)} i [“(r)-g,(t)l- 
H 
for a.e. t E J. 
From this inequality it is easy to get the estimate (ii) of Lemma 4.2. 
Therefore, Lemma 5.1 implies (i) and (iii) of Lemma 4.2. Q.E.D. 
6. LEMMAS 
Throughout this section, all the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. 
We begin by recalling the definition of the normal derivative on f(t) and 
the corresponding Green’s formula: 
(i) For each z~H’(n(t)) with dz~L*(Q(t)), 8,~ belongs to 
H-‘/‘(T(t)) and satisfies the equality 
<&Z, i>r(,, =s Vz.Vidx+ s (AZ) [ d-x for all [E H’(CJ(t)). Q(f) Q(r) 
(ii) For each ZE H’(C!\CJ(t)) with AZE L*(Q\Q(t)), d,,z belongs to 
H-“*(T(t)) and satisfies the equality 
forall [~H’(!S\SZ(t))withiI,-=O. 
Formally, a,,z and 8,z are respectively the outward and inward normal 
derivative on r(t) with respect o a(t). The following fact is an easy conse- 
quence of the above formulas (i) and (ii). 
(iikLet zeH’(B) satisfy that AzI,,,,EL.*(Q(~)) and Azl, HOE 
L’(n\a(t)). Then AZ belongs to L2(sZ) if and only if a,z= - 3 pz in 
H-“2(f(t)). 
The next lemma is an easy consequence of the maximum principle. 
LEMMA 6.1. For each t E R, ifz E H’(Q), Az E L’(Q(r)), z 2 0 in Q(t) and 
z=O in Q\Q(t), then a,~<0 in H-“‘(f(t)), i.e., (d,z,~),,,<Ofor any 
non-negative [ E H”*( r( t)). 
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Note that, in the above lemma, zl,(,) belongs to H’(Q(t)) (cf. [3, 
Theorem 1.2]), so L~,z~H’l’(r(t)) and d,z60 a.e. on f(t). 
LEMMA 6.2. Let o be a T-periodic weak solution of V(f) on R, and let 
u be a weak solution of V(f) on [to, co), t, E R, such that w(t) < u(t) (resp. 
o(t) 2 v(t)) in Q for any t > t,. Then there exists a weak solution 17 of V(f) 
on R such that 
o(t) s C(t) 
161 L”(R: H, G I v I L”(@, cc; H), (6.1) 
(resp. o(t)3 v’(t)) in Q for any t E R, (6.2) 
I {p(W, xl) - ddt, ,v,,> dx R 
= /i; jQ {P(ds, X)) - P(o(s, x))} dx for any t E R, (6.3) 
A{iT(t, .)--o(t, .)} belongs to L2((tl, t2)xQ) 
forall -c~oot,<t,cm, (6.4) 
and 
p(C)‘-p(w)‘-A(&o)=O in RxR. (6.5) 
Proof: We prove the lemma in the case of w < v. Note from facts [B] 
and [D] in Section 3 that z)E L”(t,+ 1, co; X) and 
d, - lim s _ ,~, s, {P(~s, xl) - P(~s, x,,} dx 
exists. Now, choose a sequence { nk} c N with nk t co (as k -+ CO ) such that 
for each I= 1, 2, . . . . u( - IT + nk T) weakly converges in X as k + co. Then it 
follows from [C] that ok(t) E u(t + nk T) converges to some function o’(t) in 
the sense 
and 
d”k) + d”‘) in C(J; H) and weakly in W’T~(J; H) 
ok + 6 weakly* in L”(J; X) 
as k + cc for every compact interval J in R, and (6.1) and (6.2) are 
satisfied. Besides, for each t E R, 
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! { p(u’(t, x))-p(~(t, x))) dx n 
= lim k-~ I R {p(u(t+n,~,x))-p(o(r+n,T,x))Jd?c 
= d,, . 
Thus (6.3) holds. Next we show (6.4). By (ii) of Proposition4.1, 
p(C)’ - Av’d p(w)‘- Aw in Q,(R), so we infer from (6.3) that for a.e. t E R, 
0 = j” {p(V t,x) -P(W)’ (t, x,> dx R 
= s W)’ (1, -u) -P(O)’ (t, 4dx n(r) 
6 s { (Av’(h x) - Aott, x, } dx R,r) 
= (a,fi(h . ) - a”4L . ), 1 jr(t) 
d 0. (6.6) 
The last inequality is a consequence of Lemma 6.1. From (6.6) we can 
conclude that a,i?(t, .) = a,w(t, .) in H-““(T(t)) for a.e. TV R. On the other 
hand, 8,v’(t,.)=d,w(t,.) in H-“‘(T(r)) for a.e. PER, because v”=w=g, in 
Q2(R). Thus we have (6.4) on account of (i) of Proposition 4.1 and the fact 
(iii) at the beginning of this section. Finally it follows from (6.6) that 
p(6)‘-p(w)‘-A(Go)=O in Ql(R). 
Hence we have (6.5), since v’= o in Q2(R). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let w be a T-periodic weak solution of V(f) on R, and let 
v be a weak solution of V(f) on R such that u E L”(R; H) and o(t) < u(t) 
(resp. w(t) > v(t)) on 52 for any t E R. Then there exists a weak solution v’ of 
V(f) on R for which (6.2), (6.4), (6.5), and the following (6.1)‘, (6.3)’ hold: 
lfil Ln(R;H) G 1 ’ 1 Lr(R; H)r (6.1)’ 
s {Afik -xl) - do(t, xl,> dx R 
=Sty, JQ {p(u(s,x))-p(w(s, x))} dx forany teR. (6.3)’ 
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Proof: Suppose CO < v. By assumption, 
exists. Also, note that v E L”(R; X). Therefore there is a sequence {nk} c N 
such that for each I= 1,2, . . . . u( -IT- nk T) weakly converges in X as 
k + co. Now, put ok(t) = v(t - nk T). Then, just as in the proof of 
Lemma 6.2, we can show that vk converges to a weak solution v’ of V(f) 
on R as k + CO in a similar sense as in the proof of Lemma 6.2, and v’ 
satisfies (6.1)‘, (6.2), (6.3)‘, (6.4), and (6.5). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let o be a T-periodic weak solution of V(f) on R and let 
v be a weak solution of V(f) on R such that DE L”(R; H) and 
w(t) < u(t) in Q for any t E R (6.7) 
or 
o(t) 2 u(t) in Q for any t E R. (6.7)’ 
Then o(t) = v(t) in H for any t E R. 
Proof: We give a proof in the case of (6.7). Put 
and note from [B] that 
d-m a I Au(t)) - dw(t))l.q,, 
= Q(p(u(t,x))-p(o(t,x))}dx~O s forany tER. (6.8) 
By Lemma 6.3, construct a weak solution 0’ of V(f) on R so that (6.1)‘, 
(6.2), (6.3)‘, (6.4), and (6.5) hold, and multiply the equality (6.5) by 
F-‘(p(C)(t)-p(w)(t)), where F is the isomorphism from Y= HA(Q) onto 
Y* = H-‘(Q) defined by Fz = -AZ for z E Y. Then, we get 
; I do”(t)) - hW)l: + s’ (fit?) - 4th dv’(z)) - d4z))) dr 
s 
=; IPwH-PP(4~))l: for any s < t, (6.9) 
where IzI:= (z, F-‘z)..,. is the natural norm of Y*. Since the second 
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term of the left hand side of (6.9) is non-negative by the monotonicity of 
p, the function t + 1 p(t’(t)) - p(o( t))l* is non-increasing. Next, making use 
of [Cl, choose a sequence {mk} cN with m,T cc (as k+ “c) and a weak 
solution LI* of V(f) on [0, T] so that 
P(C(. -mkT))+p(v*) in C(0, T; H) and weakly in W’,2(0, T; H) 
and 
v’( . -mkT) + v* weakly* in L”(0, r; X). 
Then, clearly, w < v* and moreover 
d-cc =J1, {dv*k x))-P(~c x,,> dx 
I P(v*(f)) - P(Nt))l* 
= lim 1 p(c(s)) - p(o(s))( * = const. 
S--CC 
Hence it follows from (6.9) that 
for any TV [0, T], 
for any t E [0, T]. 
J (P(v*(T)) - P(w(T)), U*(T) -4~)) dT =O. 
0 
This shows that p(v*(t)) =p(o(t)) in Zf for any t E [0, T]. Accordingly, 
d-, =0, and it follows from (6.8) that p(v(t)) = p(o(t)) in H for any PER. 
Consequently, we get v = w because of the uniqueness of the solution of the 
Cauchy problem for V(f) (cf. fact [A]). Q.E.D. 
7. PROOF OF THE THFXIREMS 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By virtue of [E] in Section 3, V(f) has at least 
one T-periodic weak solution w on R. Let v be any weak solution of V(f) 
on R such that v E L”(R; H). Then, by [F] in Section 3, there are weak 
solutions a* and v* of V(f) on R such that v*, v*EP(R; H) and 
v*<o A v, wvv<v* in RxG?. 
It follows from Lemma 6.4 that v, = o = v*, which shows that v = o. Thus 
Theorem 2.1 has been proved. Q.E.D. 
Under the same assumptions of Theorem 2.2 we prove: 
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LEMMA 7.1. Let co be the T-periodic weak solution of V(f) on R and let 
u be any weak solution of V(f) on [t,, CD ), t, E R, such that 
Then 
w<uin(t,,, cx3)xsL or o>uin(t,, Go)xQ. 
e(v(t)) -e(dt)) + 0 in P(s-2) as t + co. (7.1) 
Proof: Since UE LCO(tO, cc; H) (cf. [A] in Section 3), by Lemma 6.2 
there exists a weak solution 6 of V(f) on R for which (6.1), . . . . (6.5) hold. 
But Lemma 6.4 implies 0’ = w, so by (6.3) 
)iJ% jQ {e(v(t, x)) - p(w(t, x,,} dx = 0. 
This shows (7.1), since p(u) > p(w) or p(u) < p(o) on (to, cc) x CJ. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let w be the T-periodic weak solution of V(f) on 
R, and u be any weak solution of V(f) on [to, a). First, we note from [F] 
in Section 3 that there are weak solutions u* and v* of V(f) on [t,, co ) 
such that 
v*<u A u, wvv<u* on (t,, ~0) x Sz. 
Applying Lemma 7.1, we see that 
Au*(t)) - L44t)) + 0 in L’(Q) (7.2) 
and 
P(v*(t)) - Lddt)) + 0 in L’(Q) (7.3) 
as t -+ cc. Since 
it follows from (7.2) and (7.3) that 
Av(t)) -do(t)) + 0 in L’(Q) as t + 00. (7.4) 
Noting that p(u), p(o)~L”(t~+ 1, cc; X), we conclude from (7.4) that 
p(v(t)) - p(w(t)) + 0 weakly in X as t + co. Thus (2.4) has been proved. 
Q.E.D. 
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